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MASTER PLANNING

Investigating master 
planning at a campus wide 

scale

Figure ground plan
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Landscape Plan

Linkage plan
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Reading summary

Universities are a unique form of architectural design being a close knit, in-
terwoven collection of usually separated buildings. These requirements lead 
architects in 1900 to design a “closed inward looking world of quads” creat-
ing a sense of privilege and exclusivity. However by 1930 as functionalism 
appeared free flowing forms of “Neo classical central buildings...surrounded 
by highly functional.” university buildings. Leading “college green design” to 
be looked back as non progressive. 

By the late 1950s and 60s it was the norm to have university campuses de-
signed solely around functionality, however one drawback of this was a loss 
of “place making”. 

To ensure an essence of place was infused into Sussex university, Basil 
Spence ensured buildings were no taller than surrounding tree canopies and 
more vernacular design. Both public and private space making was and is 
vital to ensuring scholars the ability to both learn and teach. 

Denys Lasdun at the university of East Anglia designed similarly, creating 
designs that complemented the landscape rather than dominating it, with 
little compromise to functionality. Yet without compromising timidity being 
“described as the best Brutalist architecture of its time”. 

Unified by a Lake, York university, designed in 1962, put “rational technolo-
gy before picturesque enclosure”. With “visual consistency” being provided 
by the CLASP fabrication. Unfortunately low budget and non varying sys-
tem building created a desolate “drab campus” 

The Kobe institute designed 1995 uses an existing building to follow the 
residential arrangement of oxbridge. With “temple like geometry” formed 
by right angles and surrounding landscape views. Fusing many previously 
mentioned elements to create a “hybrid of modernity and tradition” creating 
a highly successful design making use of new and old.

University Architecture ‐ Brian Edwards ‐ Chapter 3. Picturesque Encolsure Versus 
Rational Planning.
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ENVIRONMENT &
MATERIALS

Observing environmental 
factors surrounding The 

Arts A building

Material section
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Material diagram of an existing material in the building

Material diagram of “green” material
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Solar section, summers day

Solar section, summers night
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Solar section, winters day

Solar section, winters night
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Wind Diagram, horizontal

Wind diagram, vertical
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Reading summary

Surrounding environmental factors have affected the way we create architecture 
since humans first shelters. Creating often harmful emissions, mechanical ele-
ments are now being used to reduce need to factor in outside climate. 

In 1928 the first fully air conditioned building existed creating a shift inside of 
mechanical elements. 

Le Corbusier and Kahn both used a combination of climate and mechanical 
design. With Corbusier creating ‘The Mill Owners building’ in 1954 and ‘Kahn’s 
Mellon Centre’ in 1972. 

The Mill Owners buildings primary ‘climactic filter’ was the facade. A semi 
permeable membrane and  brise-soleil which “protects against afternoon sun” 
while capturing “prevailing south west winds” is used. However one drawback 
is the use of concrete which heats up during the day and hinders “ability to cool 
down overnight”. 

Kahn’s Mellon Centre uses air conditioning but shaded and unshaded sunlight 
is used to incorporate the outside. Glazed windows , alongside roof lights and 
Opal diffusers alter light conditions allowing lighting in different rooms to be 
carefully controlled. 

Other examples of climactically aware design are Aalto’s Viipuri Library (1935) 
and Terragni’s Como Kindergarten (1937). 

Aalto’s Library seeks to rejoin the interior and exterior, often separated due to 
harsh environmental conditions. Entirely lit by roof windows which filter out 
summer sun using added depth, a ‘metaphorical reinterpretation of outdoor 
space is created. 

Terragni’s Kindergarten uses “specially ambiguous” volumes to blur the line 
between the outside and inside with an overextending roof , which simulta-
neously shades from summer sun where necessary. 

Fisher, Peter. Experiencing Climate: Architecture & Environmental Diversity. Chap-
ter 13. pp 217-231 in ‘Environmental Diversity in Architecture’.
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SPACIAL PLANNING/
DESIGN

Analysing the general 
arrangement plan

Falmer House
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Structural grid plan

Room use plan
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Volumetric Room use plan (ground floor only)

Circulation Plan (pink represents circulation routes)
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Reading summary

A datum is an encompassing object or space that can organise things hierarchically. This 
datum can take forms many different forms seen below.

Surface

A surface can provide a backdrop to organise different “independent objects”. An exam-
ple is John Hejduk’s protagonist wall which effectively organises, by joining and separat-
ing, the houses independent elements. It does this while becoming the primary design 
feature, acting as a canvas that ponders the idea of future design. 

Another example is Bernard Tschumi’s Le Fresnoy Art Center. In this a “technologically 
advanced” roof covers a series of old buildings. Creating contrast while organising the 
individual buildings into a singular space. All while creating new opportunities for space 
with restaurants etc built within. 

Space 

Space can be used to collect, simply by joining ,surrounding or contrasting other space.  
João Álvaro Rocha’s, National Veterinary Investigation Laboratory, effectively does this 
by using a singular space to connect individual spaces acting like a spine of a book. 

Axis and Grid

An axis can be “visual and/or physical” and is a line that connects spaces or things. Grid 
is a “reference field’” joining elements dimensionally through repetition. 

Horizon

“The line of human sight” which in all architecture creates relativity between elements 
that are “below or above”. 

Mass

A tangible object or “metaphoric ground” that creates a physical datum. Such as Aurelio 
Galfetti and Flora Ruchat’spublic pool. A concrete path that “collects a series of pools and 
sports facilities”. Other examples such as Paolo David’s Arts Center and Georges-Henri 
Pingusson’s Memorial to the Martyrs of the Deportation, which use excavated ground to 
create occupy-able space.

The language of architecture: 26 principles every architect should know
Book  by Andrea Simitch; Val K. Warke 2014
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STRUCTURE

Analysing the structure of 
The Arts A building

Structural grid plan

Red is used to represent structural elements and white areas imbetween show where they have been clad and hidden.
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Structural section

Force Diagram
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Reading summary

Louis Khan used Steel Beam and glass construction to create a museum 
which primarily focuses on the ability to harness natural light. 

Upon entering the museum, based on the route taken, a different senso-
ry journey is created. From the East, North or South a vault or warehouse 
like structure likened to those seen in ancient Egypt seems to appear. Upon 
entering the building “Mediterranean allusions” appear with gravel paths, 
lined with granite and waterfalls. Alongside this groves and trees repeat 
forming an “outdoor room”. 

The Kimbell museum, although similar in its two faced facades, contrasts 
Kahn’s Yale art gallery in many ways. The museum is more concentrated in 
its ability to use smaller spaces and natural light. Similarly both buildings 
have a continuous open plan, using light to separate and interchange the feel 
of different space. For the non public staff areas etc “observations of indig-
enous architecture” are used to diffuse and reflect light using surrounding 
concrete and glass, again controlling natural light. 

Kahn denotes “natural light as being the only acceptable light”. Using this 
light he is aware and consciously designed the spaces to alter conditions. 
This would allow for each painting to be viewed differently under the differ-
ent lighting in a controlled way. 

The beam like vault acts as a datum, unionising the structure. Analysing the 
structure reveals that Kahn was primarily focused on harnessing natural 
light and was willing to “sacrifice the truth of the structural principle”. 

Kahn’s overall ability to use beam like structure  to create space and simul-
taneously harness natural light is the key behind the Kimbell museums suc-
cess.

Model perspectives: structure, architecture and culture
Book  by Mark Cruvellier; Bjørn Normann Sandaker; Luben Dimcheff 2017
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1:200 MODEL

Creating a model at 1:200 
scale of sussex campus
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images of completed model
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Final Poster
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The Sussex university campus all in all is a very successful 
example of what careful planning and design can create. It 
managed to effectively use overall master planning teamed 
with precise, individual building design to create a campus 
that becomes one with its environment. 

The question of place making has been answered and 
achieved allowing the campus to feel more than just a series 
of intellectual buildings. 

The Arts a building is just one example of how this was done. 
By optimising local materials it’s able to blend better with its 
surroundings and have a reduced effect on environmental 
damage. It also works as a path through the campus which 
helps to bring arguably separate elements together. Therefore 
creating a stronger sense of place. 

Overall this campus is well thought out and able, up to this 
day, accommodate for students and staff effectively, thanks to 
the intricate architectural design. 

Conclusion


